In his decision on the merits, the judge vacated the citation and
withdrawal order alleging a violation of section 48.3.  He concluded
that no provision in the regulation, expressly or by implication,
granted non-employee miners' representatives a right to monitor an
operator's training classes. He also determined that section 48.3
reserves to the Chief of MSHA's Training Center the exclusive right to
evaluate the effectiveness of operators' training programs.  Neither the
Secretary of Labor nor the Council sought review of this aspect of the
judge's decision*
With respect to the section 105(c) violation alleged by the Council,
the judge determined that the Mine Act confers on non-employee miners'
representatives an implied right to monitor classes being conducted on
mine property. He therefore concluded that the refusal to let the
Council monitor the classes violated section 105(c)(l), because it
directly interfered with the exercise of a statutory right of a repre-
sentative of miners,  In holding that there was an implied monitoring
right, the judge stated such an "implied right to monitor training
classes must be found as a part of the purposes of the Act and its
provisions in general." 2 FMSHRC at 2839.
The judge observed that section 2(e) of the Mine Act provides that
operators "with the assistance of miners, have the primary responsi-
bility to prevent the existence of unsafe and unhealthful conditions and
practices in the mines." 30 U.S.C. § 801(e).  The judge reasoned that
since miners are to assist operators in health and safety matters and
may act through their representatives, section 2(e) supported repre-
sentatives' active participation in operators' safety training classes.
The focus of the judge's reasoning, however, was section 115 of the Mine
Act.
The judge noted that section 115(a)(1) requires instruction on "the
statutory rights of miners and their representatives." He stated that
this provision constituted "a strong indication that the miner's repre-
sentative should be present when that instruction is given."  2 FMSHRC
at 2840.  Additionally, the judge reasoned that section 115(b), which
provides that training can be given at some place other than the mine
site, was also "significant" because an "operator would have difficulty
in objecting to a miners' non-employee representative coming to that
site to monitor the training classes." Id.  The judge also relied on
section 115(c), which requires that miners be given certificates of
instruction after training and that the certificates be made available
for inspection, at the mine. He stated that this section implied that
miners' representatives, whether employees or not, would have the right
to examine the certificates after training has been completed.  We
respectfully disagree with the judge's analysis of the statute.
II,
Neither  the Mine Act nor  its  legislative history—nor,   for   that
matter,   the Secretary's  extensive regulations  implementing  section 115
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